
September 2014 

Dear praying partners, 

This time last year, we were standing on top of Kilimanjaro, the highest mountain in Africa.  

Many of you reading this were standing there with us in prayer, tracking with us for the 

seven days the prayer climbers spent on the mountain. Together, we stood in the gap for 

seven people groups walking in darkness, living their whole lives deprived of hearing God’s 

message of hope and salvation unless translated into in their own language. Together we 

lifted our eyes to the LORD of all the earth who melts mountains like wax, trusting Him to 

help us overcome the mountainous challenge of making the Word of God available in 

EVERY language. 

With 800 languages in Africa still waiting, or even the 150 in southern Africa, some might 

ask “How?” So, we remind ourselves of the commitment we made last year, to approach 

this ‘mountain’ with the faith and expectation of seeing it melt. We committed to taking 

seven steps at a time, so that step by step, language by language, not stopping until ALL 

have heard, the job is done.   

Today, by God’s sovereign intervention, we honour Him by bringing you news of progress 

in translating scripture for those seven groups we prayed for last year. Each of them have 

more scripture than they had a year ago. For some it’s 10 stories, translated with care to be 

both accurate and relevant. For some it is the gospel of Luke with the Jesus Film. All are 

beginning to hear the transforming truth about Life and Death in their language. They can 

now begin to say, “Jesus has come to our neighbourhood. He speaks our language. This 

must be Immanuel, God with us!”  

In our own strength we approach the challenge with trepidation, much like the climbers 

approached Kilimanjaro last year. Each of them faced many personal mountains before 

they were able to summit. Financial challenges, the reality of asthma, a few broken ribs 

along the way . . . yet, step by step, ‘pole-pole’ (slowly, slowly), God brought them to the 

top. Up there the air was thin, but the view breath-taking. Up there the mountain seemed 

small, seen more from heaven’s perspective, where nothing towers above you.  

So thank you for joining us in taking another seven steps of faith towards conquering the 

mountain, believing that “The mountains melt like wax before the Lord; the Lord of all the 

earth.” - Ps.97:5 

Pressing on until that mountain melts!  

Karen Floor 

PRAYER GUIDE 



600 000 speakers 

Most Nyaneka people still live in their traditional home lands, 
on a high plateau of Angola’s fertile savanna. They are mainly 
goat and cattle herders - but also cultivators to an extent. 
Only a few live in urban centres or in the semi-arid coastal 
plane west of Lubango which experiences severe heat.  

Elaborate hairdressing is characteristic of the Nyaneka, as 
part of the traditional dress still worn in isolated areas.  

The Nyaneka-Mwila dialect in view for translation comprises 
600 000 speakers, of which only 10,000 are believers at this 
stage - less than 3% of the total number of speakers. The rest 
adhere to African traditional religion.  

NYANEKA - Angola 

Prayer points 

 Praise God for a real hunger for God’s Word 
among the Nyaneka. They have been asking for 
a Bible translation for decades, and now the 
time has come! 

 Pray for wisdom in using the translation to 
communicate the Truth to all sectors of 
Nyaneka society, whether in written, film, audio 
or oral format.  

 Pray for the equipping and enabling of Nyaneka 
translators. A two week training workshop is 
held once a year. Between workshops, ongoing 
mentoring and translation checking takes place 
via Skype.  
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CHUWABO - Mozambique 

947,000 speakers  

The Chuwabo are a large group, known for their openness and 
resilience. They live in the coastal area of Quelimane, Mozambique, 
renowned for its vast coconut plantations. The civil war is still fresh 
in the memory of the people, yet they show positive signs of 
recovery. One of their favourite sayings to one another is “Olibiya 
murima” - strengthen your heart!   

It is astounding that such a large group should have so little of the 
Scriptures. This year, for the time, believers had the joy of 
celebrating the coming of the Gospel of Mark in their heart 
language.  

Chuwabo speakers may only have one book of the Bible in their 
heart language, but it’s causing quite a stir. A local religious 
organisation known as Sokela meets on Sundays to sing and gain 

advice from their leaders on topics such as polygamy and appeasing 
the ancestral spirits.  

While visiting the home of a Chuwabo Christian, the leader of Sokela 
listened to a recording of the Gospel of Mark. He was deeply moved 
by what he heard and took a printed copy of Mark home with him. He 
went on to call a meeting of the other Sokela leaders and shared the 
“good news” with them. The leaders began meeting regularly to 
study Mark, and soon they had all decided to give up their former 
beliefs and follow Jesus.  

Prayer points 

 Join the Chuwabo people as they praise God for making His 
precious Word available to them in their own language in the form 
of Mark’s Gospel.  

 Pray for wisdom to be given to the translators and pastors as they 
make plans for distributing 2,000 
copies of Mark.  

 Ask God to give the new 
believers of the Sokela 
organisation the strength and 
perseverance to stand firm in 
their new faith so that they may 
win others to Christ through 
patience and love.   

 Pray for rapid progress in 
translating Genesis and the rest 
of the Bible. Hungry believers 
need to be fed! 
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Prayer points 

 Christian witness has made 
inroads with the Kwandu 
community. Many have set 
as ide the ir  ethnic 
prejudices – a major 
t e s t i m o n y  o f 
transformation in the face 
of deep interethnic 
prejudices in the Kamukuio 
region.  

 The beginning of Scripture 
translation in the heart 

KWANDU- Angola 

6,000 speakers 

The Kwandu people are survivors. Over 100 years ago, facing 
the threat of slavery, this resourceful community relocated into 
the Serra das Neves mountains. They now live on a high plateau 
that can only be reached by an 8 hour climb on foot, or by 
helicopter. Unforgiving terrain provided a natural defense, but 
required them to become self-sufficient. Today, they grow family 
gardens and sell their herds at the regional market below the 
plateau.  

Most of the people, driven by fear, adhere to Africa’s traditional 
religion. However, when Christians from surrounding groups set 
aside ethnic prejudices, the community began to ask questions 
and became more open to the Gospel.   

language is a long-awaited answer to prayer that will solidify 
the faith of young Kwandu 
believers, and promote 
evangelism.  

 Your prayer helps 
translators and their 
families face problems 
such as sickness, conflict 
and spiritual opposition 
that can threaten their 
work.  
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MASHI - Zambia 

25,000 speakers  

The Mashi are a nomadic minority group who live on the border 
of Western Zambia and Angola. Virtually all Mashi follow 
traditional religious practices rather than more recently 
introduced Christian practices.  

An entry level translation of scripture, called the Luke 
Partnership, is now nearing completion. This includes the Gospel 
of Luke and the Jesus film, the script of which closely follows 
Luke’s Gospel. The response has been very positive, and there is 
a demand for more scripture. The next phase of Bible translation 
is now planned to begin in the near future.  

Prayer points 

 Pray for protection and 
continued dedication of the 
translators; fuelled by a deep 
desire to help their people 
receive the Word of God in 
their language soon.  

 Pray for improved levels of 
English for the translators, 
which they need to be able to 
independently provide the inter
-linear back translations for 
consultant checks. 

 Pray that the 
K w a m a s h i 
community would 
help the translation 
team with food or 
financial support 
while their farmlands 
suffer during times 
they are away at 
translation training or 
checking workshops.    
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KHWE - Scattered across Angola, Namibia, 

Botswana and South Africa  

8,000 speakers 

The Khwe are an extremely isolated, spirit-fearing Bushmen 
group that have been largely without any Christian witness until 
recently. They have been more responsive than some San 
groups, but cannot be considered to be reached with the gospel. 
Only about 10% of the Khwe are Christian, while 90% continue to 
observe their traditional religion which they find difficult to 
differentiate from Christianity.  

The first set of oral Bible stories are in the process of being 
crafted with hopes for a written translation also at some point.  

Prayer points 

 Pray that the faith of Khwe believers would deepen and reveal 
the power of the Gospel over traditional religious beliefs.  

 As with other San groups, domestic violence is prevalent 
among the Khwe. Pray that the testimony of changed lives 
among Khwe believers would remain strong and draw many to 
salvation in Christ.  

 Pray for a rediscovery of identity and healthy pride in cultural 
roots, redeemed by the Gospel, and that joy, peace and hope 
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TONGA  - Zimbabwe 

300,000 speakers 

The Zimbabwe Tonga, or BaTonga people, live south of Lake 
Kariba. The name Tonga is apparently from a word in the Shona 
language that means "independent."  

Historically, Tonga recognized no chiefs. The Sikatonga is a 
priest who made sure that the spirits would take care of the 
people and make the crops grow. Witchcraft and sorcery have 
been part of traditional Tonga life.  

There is a group of about sixteen very keen pastors who are 
ready to translate the scriptures for this last group of people in 
Zimbabwe without God’s Word in their language. 

 
Prayer points 

 Praise God for recent partner 
discussions on Bible translation for the 
Tonga.  

 A group of pastors is fired up for this 
work. They want to be better equipped 
to play a leading role in the oral 
translation work.  

 The pastors have decided to get 
together on a weekly basis from now on 
to study, translate and share passages. 
Their prayer is that God will use them to 
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BARA - Madagascar 

700,000 speakers 

The Bara live in the grasslands of south-central Madagascar, 
which is not easily accessible by car. They are traditionally a 
cattle people, although that is changing with the discovery of 
sapphires in their area. They believe in a god who is distant, 
and they depend on their ancestors for blessing. They have a 
complex system of rituals, taboos, and practices which play a 
key role in their lives.  

The Bara are largely an unreached group although they do 
have the “Jesus” film and the Gospels of Luke and Mark. 
Other parts of Scripture are in the process of being 
translated. The church is weak and very much in need of the 
Scriptures. 

 Prayer points 

 Violence and insecurity continues in the region. Travel has 
become unsafe. 

 Pray for the continued distribution of the finished products in 
Bara language (Luke, Luke CD, Jesus Film) - for their use, 
and for those who have been touched by having something 
tangible in their own language. 

 Continuity of translation work between workshops is often 
hampered by lack of electricity.  

 Praise God for the good 
work of the reviewers who 
test translation manuscripts 
for naturalness. 

 Pray for good fruit in the 
personal lives of translators 
from their involvement in 
the translation work.  
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The seven groups we 
prayed for in 2013.  

Keep praying for them as 
God is doing some amazing 

things with each group. 

 

      Contact Details 

http://www.prayerfinishers.co.za/intercession/
http://www.wycliffe.org.za/
https://facebook.com/wycliffesa
https://twitter.com/WycliffeSA
https://twitter.com/WycliffeSA
https://facebook.com/wycliffesa

